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on the appearance in the 'Iraq Press of President Wilson's
fourteen Points, withheld from publication until October i ith by
the Civil Administration,1 had introduced a new factor into the
situation, although it was dismissed by the Acting Civil
Commissioner and local official circles as being too idealistic to
form the basis of official policy. Its publication, however, had
"thrown the whole town (of Baghdad) into a ferment.'2 Local
Official? believed that even worse consequences might follow
if it were taken literally as an indication of the policy of
H.M. Government.
Feeling as the Acting Civil Commissioner did concerning the
Declaration and the policy it implied,3 he could have been in
no happy frame of mind to receive the following telegram
on November igth, 1918, from the Secretary of State for
India:4
Colonel Lawrence, now home on leave from Syria, has
submitted proposal to H.M. Government for dealing'with
Arab question. He advocates viz: i. Lower Mesopotamia,
2. Upper Mesopotamia, 3. Syria, to be placed respectively
under 'Abdullah, Zeid and Feisal, sons of King Hussain.
Hussain himself would remain King of Hejaz and would
ultimately be succeeded by his eldest son AH. He would have
no temporal authority in three states above-mentioned and
in fact no position at all there save insertion of his name in
Friday prayers in all mosques as Emir el Momenin ... It is
of course understood that both states would be in the British
sphere and Lower Mesopotamia under effective British
control. I recognize that these proposals as involving definite
separation of Mosul from Baghdad conflict with recommend-
ations in Baghdad telegram 8745 though interstatal boundary
does not appear inconsistent with that suggested in Baghdad
telegram 8744; also that importation 'Abdullah into Mesopo-
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